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Part A
Directions: Read the passages on the following pages (an essay and a poem). Write the number of the answer
to each multiple-choice question on your answer sheet. Then write the essay in your essay booklet as described
in Your Task. You may use the margins to take notes as you read and scrap paper to plan your response.

Your Task:

After you have read the passages and answered the multiple-choice questions,
write a unified essay about life’s transitions as revealed in the passages. In your
essay, use ideas from both passages to establish a controlling idea about life’s
transitions. Using evidence from each passage, develop your controlling idea
and show how the author uses specific literary elements or techniques to
convey that idea.

Guidelines:

Be sure to
• Use ideas from both passages to establish a controlling idea about life’s transitions
• Use specific and relevant evidence from each passage to develop your controlling

idea
• Show how each author uses specific literary elements (for example: theme,

characterization, structure, point of view) or techniques (for example: symbolism,
irony, figurative language) to convey the controlling idea

• Organize your ideas in a logical and coherent manner
• Use language that communicates ideas effectively
• Follow the conventions of standard written English
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Passage I

Excavating Rachael’s Room

…With her eighteenth birthday near, Rachael has moved to Boston, leaving
her room and the cleaning of it to us….

We take a few days off, just to get used to the idea of there being only two of
us again. Then, tentatively, we push open the door to her room.

The dogs peer into the darkness from around our legs and look up at us. The
room—well—undulates. It stands as a shrine to questionable taste, a paean to the
worst of American consumerism. The last few echoes of Def Leppard and
Twisted Sister are barely audible. Georgia sighs.

I suggest flame throwers coupled with a front-end loader and caution the
cleanup crew, which now includes the two cats, about a presence over in one of
the corners. Faintly, I can hear it rustle and snarl. It is, I propose, some furry
guardian of teenage values, and it senses, correctly, that we are enemies.

Trash bags in hand, we start at the door and work inward, tough-minded.
“My god, look at this stuff; let’s toss it all.”
The first few hours are easy. Half-empty shampoo bottles go into the bags,

along with three dozen hair curlers, four dozen dried-up ball-point pens and
uncountable pictures of bare-chested young men with contorted faces clawing at
strange-looking guitars.

Farther into the room salvage appears: the hammer that disappeared years
ago; about six bucks in change; fifty percent of the family’s towel and drinking-
glass stock; five sets of keys to the Toyota. More. Good stuff. We work with a
vengeance.

Moving down through the layers, though, we begin to undergo a
transformation.

Slowly, we change from rough-and-tumble scavengers to gentle archaeologists.
Perhaps it started when we reached the level of the dolls and stuffed animals.
Maybe it was when I found “The Man Who Never Washed His Dishes,” a morality
play in a dozen or so pages, with her childhood scribblings in it.

In any case, tough-mindedness has turned to drippy sentimentality by the
time we find the tack and one shoe from Bill, her horse.

I had demanded that Bill be sold when he was left unridden after the five
years of an intense love affair with him were over. That was hard on her, I know.
I begin to understand just how hard when Georgia discovers a bottle of horsefly
repellent that [Rachael] kept for her memories.

We hold up treasures and call to each other. “Look at this, do you
remember…?”

And there’s Barbie. And Barbie’s clothes. And Barbie’s camper in which the
young female cat was given grand tours of the house, even though she would have
preferred not to travel at all, thank you.

My ravings about the sexist glorification of middle-class values personified by
Barbie seem stupid and hollow in retrospect, as I devilishly look at the cat and
wonder if she still fits in the camper. “Here kitty, kitty.…” Ken is not in sight. Off
working out on the Nautilus equipment, I suppose. Or studying tax shelters.

Ah, the long-handled net with which Iowa nearly was cleared of fireflies for a
time. “I know they look pretty in the bottle, Sweetheart, but they will die if you
keep them there all night.”

Twister—The Game That Ties You Up in Knots. The ball glove. She was
pretty decent at first base. And the violin. Jim Welch’s school orchestra was one
of the best parts of her growing years.
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She smiles out at us from a homecoming picture, the night of her first real
date. Thousands of rocks and seashells. The little weaving loom on which she
fashioned pot holders for entire neighborhoods. My resolve is completely gone as
I rescue Snoopy’s pennant from the flapping jaws of a trash bag and set it to one
side for keeping.

We are down to small keepsakes and jewelry. Georgia takes over, not trusting
my eye for value, and sorts the precious from the junk, while I shuffle through
old algebra papers.

Night after night, for a year, I sat with her at the kitchen table, failing to
convince her of the beauty to be found in quadratic equations and other
abstractions. I goaded her with Waller’s Conjecture: “Life is a word problem.”
Blank stare.

Finally, trying to wave hope in the face of defeat, I paraphrased Fran
Lebowitz: “In the real world, there is no algebra.”

She nodded, smiling, and laughed when I admitted that not once, in all my
travels, had I ever calculated how long Smith would need to overtake Brown if
Brown left three hours before Smith on a slower train. I told her I’d sit in the bar
and wait for Smith’s faster train.

That confirmed what she had heretofore only suspected—algebra is not
needed for the abundant life, only fast trains and good whiskey. And, she was
right, of course.

The job is nearly finished. All that remains is a bit of archiving.
I have strange feelings, though. Have we sorted carefully enough? Probably.

Georgia is thorough about that kind of thing. Still, I walk to the road again and
look at the pile. The tailings of one quarter of a life stacked up in three dozen
bags. It seems like there ought to be more.

When I hear the garbage truck, I peer out of an upstairs window in her room.
The garbage guys have seen lives strung out along road edges before and are not
moved. The cruncher on the truck grinds hair curlers and Twister and junk
jewelry and broken stuffed animals—and some small part of me.

She calls from Boston. A job. Clerking in a store, and she loves it. We are
pleased and proud of her. She’s under way.

The weeks go by. Letters. “I am learning to budget my money. I hate it. I want
to be rich.”

She starts her search for the Dream in a rooming house downtown and finds
a Portuguese boyfriend, Tommy, who drums in a rock band and cooks Chinese
for her. Ella Fitzgerald sings a free concert in the park. The cop on the beat
knows her, and the store is crowded with returning college kids late in a Boston
summer. Here in the woods, it’s quieter now.

Her room has been turned into a den. A computer replaces curling irons and
other clutter on her desk. My pinstripes look cheerless in her closet where pink
fish-net tops and leather pants once hung.

Order has replaced life. I sit quietly there and hear the laughter, the crying,
the reverberation of a million phone calls. The angst of her early-teen existential
crisis lingers, drifting in a small cloud near the high ceiling.

And you know what I miss? Coming home and hearing her say, “Looking
pretty good, Bob! Got your suspenders on?” She could make a whirring sound
just like the motor drive on a fine camera.

Those few moments of irreverent hassle every day are what I miss most of all.
Regrets? A few. I wish I had walked in the woods more with her. I wish I had

gotten mad less and laughed longer. Maybe we could have kept the horse another
year. 
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Victories? A few. She loves the music and the animals. She understands
romance and knows how to live a romantic life. She also has the rudimentary skills
of a great blackjack dealer. I sent her off with that instead of luggage.…

And I know I’ll sit on the porch as autumn comes this year and other years, in
some old sweater with some old dreams, and wonder where she goes and how she
goes.

I hope she goes where there’s laughter and romance, and walks the streets of
Bombay and leans out of Paris windows to touch falling January snow and swims
in the seas off Bora Bora and makes love in Bangkok in the Montien Hotel.…

Go well, Rachael Elizabeth, my daughter. And, go knowing that your ball
glove hangs on the wall beside mine, that Snoopy’s pennant flies bravely in the old
airs of your room, that  the violin is safe, and that the little cat now sleeps with us
at night but still sits on the porch railing in the late afternoon and looks for you.

— Robert James Waller
from Just Beyond the Firelight, 1988

Iowa State University Press
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Passage II

High School Senior

For seventeen years, her breath in the house
at night, puff, puff, like summer
cumulus above her bed,
and her scalp smelling of apricots
—this being who had formed within me,
squatted like a bright tree-frog in the dark,
like an eohippus1 she had come out of history
slowly, through me, into the daylight,
I had the daily sight of her,
like food or air she was there, like a mother.
I say “college,” but I feel as if I cannot tell
the difference between her leaving for college
and our parting forever—I try to see
this house without her, without her pure
depth of feeling, without her creek-brown
hair, her daedal2 hands with their tapered
fingers, her pupils dark as the mourning cloak’s3

wing, but I can’t. Seventeen years 
ago, in this room, she moved inside me,
I looked at the river, I could not imagine
my life with her. I gazed across the street,
and saw, in the icy winter sun, 
a column of steam rush up away from the earth.
There are creatures whose children float away 
at birth, and those who throat-feed their young
for weeks and never see them again. My daughter
is free and she is in me—no, my love
of her is in me, moving in my heart,
changing chambers, like something poured
from hand to hand, to be weighed and then reweighed.

— Sharon Olds
from The Wellspring, 2001

Alfred A. Knopf
1 eohippus — an extinct horse
2 daedal — skillful
3 mourning cloak — a blackish brown butterfly
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Passage I (the essay) — Questions 1–5 refer to
Passage I.

1 The narrator’s statement, “Then, tentatively, we
push open the door to her room,” (line 4) conveys
a feeling of
(1) fear (3) uncertainty
(2) anger (4) disgust

2 In line 9, the narrator’s impression of the room is
revealed through the use of
(1) humorous exaggeration
(2) sensory details
(3) literary allusions
(4) dramatic irony

3 In lines 78 and 79, the narrator implies that the
truck’s grinding of discarded objects from his
daughter’s room has the effect of
(1) rewarding hard work
(2) clearing his mind
(3) providing closure
(4) causing him emotional pain

4 In lines 92 through 94, what does the narrator do
as he sits quietly?
(1) He hears things not heard before.
(2) He recalls his child’s vitality.
(3) He waits for his child to return.
(4) He notices the room’s darkness.

5 The narrator poses the questions, “Regrets?”
(line 99) and “Victories?” (line 102) in order to
(1) weigh failings and accomplishments
(2) predict the future
(3) balance resources and relationships
(4) forget the events of the past

Passage II (the poem) — Questions 6–9 refer to
Passage II.

6 In line 6, the image of the “bright tree-frog” is
used to describe the daughter as she
(1) ate imaginary food (3) waited to be born
(2) slept in the summer (4) played in the trees

7 In stating, “like food or air she was there” (line 10),
the narrator implies that her daughter’s presence
was necessary to
(1) sustain life (3) explain mysteries
(2) create beauty (4) provide joy

8 In lines 11 through 13, the narrator indicates an
inability to distinguish between the daughter’s
(1) physical appearance and moral character
(2) long-term goals and current plans
(3) temporary absence and permanent

separation
(4) immediate pleasure and ultimate success

9 In lines 27 through 29, the narrator likens her
love for her daughter to
(1) sleep (3) light
(2) blood (4) music

Question 10 refers to both passages.

10 The narrators in both passages face their
daughters’ departures with a sense of
(1) relief (3) fear
(2) joy (4) acceptance
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After you have finished these questions, turn to page 2. Review Your Task and the
Guidelines. Use scrap paper to plan your response. Then write your response to
Part A, beginning on page 1 of your essay booklet. After you finish your response
for Part A, go on to page 8 of your examination booklet and complete Part B.

Multiple-Choice Questions

Directions (1–10): Select the best suggested answer to each question and write its number in the space
provided on the answer sheet. The questions may help you think about the ideas and information you might
want to use in your essay. You may return to these questions anytime you wish.


